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A PARIS APARTMENT
Michelle Gable

NIGHTMARES CAN BE MURDER (A Dream Club Mystery)
Mary Kennedy

Thomas Dunne Books (World English)
April 2014

Berkley (World English), September 2014
Taylor Blake is a no-nonsense business consultant who’s
deeply skeptical of anything that smacks of new-age. She’s
in Savannah to help bail out her younger sister, Allison’s
candy shop, and reluctantly agrees to join Allison’s latest
social scheme, a dream club, even if Taylor doesn’t buy
Allison’s assurances that “dream clubs are the new book
clubs.” The Friday Night Dream Club’s innocent fun
takes a turn when the members muddle their way right
into the middle of the investigation--and learn a killer
could be lurking in their midst.

When April Vogt’s boss tells her about the discoveries in
a cramped, decrepit ninth arrondissement apartment,
the Sotheby’s continental furniture specialist does not
hear the words “dust” or “rats” or “shuttered for seventy
years.” She hears Paris. She hears escape.
There’s a portrait by one of the masters of the Belle
Epoque. And then there are letters and journals written
by the woman in the painting, documents showing she
was more than a renowned courtesan with enviable
decolletage.

Territories Sold:
Soft Press, Bulgaria
Newton Compton, Italy
Langenmuller, Germany

As she digs into one woman’s life, April can’t help but
take a deeper look into her own. When the two things
she left bubbling back in the States begin to boil over,
April starts to wonder whether she’ll ever find—in the
apartment, or in her life—just what she’s looking for.

THE BISHOP’S WIFE
Mette Ivie Harrison
Soho Crime (World English)
December 2014
In this eye-opening mystery set in the heart of
Mormon Utah, an LDS bishop’s wife, Linda,
suspects that her missing neighbor might have
been murdered by her husband.
Obsessed with discovering the wife’s fate, Linda
will not stop until she learns the truth, even if
it means going against her husband, the bishop,
and her whole community.
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The first in a three-book deal.

THE MISSING PLACE
Sophie Littlefield
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster (North American),
October 2014
Twenty-year-old Taylor Jarvis and Paul Carroll go missing
in Weir, North Dakota, where they have been working
on rigs owned by Oasis Energy. The boys stayed in Black
PLACE
Creek Lodge, a man camp providing room and board.
The mothers of the two boys come to Weir to find out
what happened to their sons and form an uneasy alliance.
Shay Jarvis, a 41-year-old single grandmother, has more
Sophie Littlefield
grit than resources; for wealthy suburban housewife
Colleen Carroll, the opposite is true. Overtaxed by worry,
exhaustion, and fear, they question each other’s methods
Cover Coming Soon
and motivations - but there is no one else to help, and
they must learn to work together if they are to have any
chance of breaking through the barriers put up by their
sons employer, the indifference of an overtaxed police
Territories Sold:
department, and a town of strangers with their own
Novo Conceito, Brazil
secrets against a backdrop of a modern day gold rush.
Sperling & Kupfer, Italy
Goldmann/Random House, Germany
Head of Zeus, UK & Commonwealth
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THE MISSING

PARADISE SKY
Joe R. Lansdale

PARADISE
SKY
Joe R. Lansdale

Cover Coming Soon

Mulholland/Little Brown (North American), May 2015
Hodder (UK & Commonwealth)

THE ARSONIST
Sue Miller

From the best-selling author of While I Was Gone and
The Senator’s Wife.

Invited to a hanging where he is to be the guest of honor,
Nat Love decides to take to the wilds of 1870’s Texas.
Vengeful Ruggert is after Nat - insulted beyond all reason
for Nat having witnessed his wife’s rear while she was
bending over, Ruggert becomes obsessed and sets out on
an insane mission to make Nat pay by lynching.

Fleeing the end of an affair, and troubled by the feeling
that she belongs nowhere after working in East Africa for
fifteen years, Frankie Rowley comes home to the small
New Hampshire town of Pomeroy and the farmhouse
where her family has always summered. On her first
night back, a house up the road burns to the ground. Is
it an accident?

Across East Texas woodlands, through the burning New
Mexico desert, Nat is met with challenge and challenge
and character after character: A former Confederate, the
Buffalo Soldiers, Apaches, racists. Amidst it all, Nat finds
love and recognition.
Action-packed, funny, and poignant, this is a tale of
vengeance, love and redemption, all of it flavored by a
touch of Old West hyperbole.

COLD IN JULY - FILM ADAPTATION
Joe R. Lansdale

Tachyon Publications (North American)
May 2014
From the Edgar Award-winning author of the Hap and
Leonard mysteries comes a shocking crime thriller to
chill the even the warmest summer’s night. By turns vivid,
raw, and darkly comedic, this mystery classic inspired the
2014 major motion picture, Cold in July, starring Michael
C. Hall (Dexter) Sam Shepard (Black Hawk Down), and
Don Johnson (Miami Vice).

Territories Sold:

Bloomsbury, UK & Commonwealth

THE FALCONS
Warren Murphy

Over the weeks that follow, as Frankie comes to recognise
her father’s slow failing and her mother’s desperation,
and she tentatively gets to know the new owner of
the local newspaper, another house burns, and then
another. These frightening events open the deep social
fault lines in the town and raise questions about how
and where one ought to live, and what it really means to
lead a fulfilling life.

The bestselling author of The Destroyer
series, with 145 titles in the series.
Forge/Tor Books (North American), Winter 2015

THE FALCONS

Warren
Murphy

Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Fanucci, Italy
Heyne Verlag, Germany
Editions Gallimard, France

Knopf (North American), June 2014

It is the time between the two world wars. America is
on the move. But so is crime, fueled by prohibition. And
with it, the Mafia.
A multi-generational saga told over the course of a
century, this is the story of Lucky Luciano, Meyer Lansky,
Al Capone, Frank Costello, Bugsy Siegel, and at the same
time of a very different immigrant family, the Falcones.
They were simple law-abiding people but when fate dealt
the cards, even this family of policemen and lawyers,
artists and priests, had bloody traitors in their midst.
Beneath it all lies the question: what drives some on the
path of law and propels others into the dark byways of
evil and murder?
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THE AMBASSADOR’S WIFE
Jennifer Steil

THE ART OF FLOATING
Kristin Bair O’Keeffe
Berkley Trade (World English), April 2014

Doubleday (North American), Spring 2015

At a time when nothing seems real, it takes something
truly unusual to put your life into focus.

Miranda lives a life of pampered comfort as the wife
of Finn, the British Ambassador to Mazrooq. The
couple and their daughter, Cressida, have a full staff, a
stately mansion, even a wine cellar (despite the country’s
religious ban on alcohol). But their secure world is
shattered when Miranda is brutally kidnapped, an act of
terror that turns out to have complex and far-reaching
consequences.

When her beloved husband Jackson disappeared
without a trace, Sia Dane closed down her house, stuffed
her heart into a cage, and started floating.
Exactly one year, one month, and six days after Jackson’s
disappearance, Sia discovers a mysterious man on the
beach. He’s mute, unresponsive, and looks as if he has
just walked out of the sea. Sia is determined to help this
man. Perhaps she can return him to his place in the
world—to whoever lost him and loves him.
The unfathomable leap between sorrow and healing
begins with a single step.

THE MEMORY GARDEN
Mary Rickert
Sourcebooks (North American ), May 2014
Nan keeps her secrets deep, not knowing how the truth
would reveal a magic all its own.
Bay Singer has bigger secrets than most. She doesn’t
know about them, though. Her mother, Nan, has made
sure of that. But one phone call from the sheriff makes
Nan realize that the past is catching up. Nan decides
that she has to make things right, and invites over the
two estranged friends who know the truth. Ruthie
and Mavis arrive in a whirlwind of painful memories,
offering Nan little hope of protecting Bay. But even
the most ruined garden is resilient, and their curious
reunion has powerful effects that none of them could
imagine, least of all Bay.
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THE
AMBASSADOR’S
WIFE
Jennifer Steil
Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Rizzoli, Italy

ASHES TO ASHES
Sandra Block

The seemingly noble path that brought both Miranda
and Finn to Mazrooq—and the darker secrets they have
each sought to keep buried—are now endangering their
lives and threatening the security of those who have
come to trust them.
As Miranda struggles to survive, her devastated husband
is forced to make a terrible choice: how much is he
willing to sacrifice for the woman he loves?

Grand Central (North American), February 2015
A page-turning debut of psychological suspense
with a stunning, emotional twist about a psychiatrist
determined to uncover the truth about her past.
Zoe Goldman is a psychiatrist who is haunted by
childhood memories of the fire that took the life of her
birth mother. The arrival of a new patient—a beautiful
sociopath who, as a teenager, killed her own mother—
sparks Zoe’s obsession to fill in the blanks about her
own riddled past. Her search reveals surprising holes in
her adoptive mother’s story, but the answers are locked
away in her own hidden memories. And what she can’t
remember just might kill her. Block’s adroit hand at
suspense keeps the reader guessing right until the very
end, with a twist reminiscent of The Sixth Sense. Ashes
to Ashes is an unforgettable debut about family, memory,
and madness, told with a deft and cutting edge.
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NOW OR NEVER/NOW AND FOREVER
Logan Belle
Moxie Books (North American), January 2014

ROMANCE
&
HISTORICAL FICTION

Claire is looking forward to some romance now
that her son is finally off to college. As a devoted
single mother she desperately needs to get her
groove back and make up for lost time. But a
sudden crisis has her wondering if her sex life will
be over before she even goes on her first date.
When Claire meets Justin, she cannot understand
why the handsome, charming guy who can get
any woman he wants is so preoccupied with her
and her dilemma. What is wrong with him? And
why is he pushing Claire so hard to complete her
sexual bucket list?
Figuring out Justin and getting through her ‘now
or never’ list of fantasies just might get Claire her
real life happily ever after...

QUEEN ELIZABETH’S DAUGHTER
Anne Clinard Barnhill
St. Martin’s Griffin (World English), March 2014
Mistress Mary Shelton is Queen Elizabeth’s favorite
ward. The queen loves Mary like a daughter, and, like
any good mother, she wants her to make a powerful
match. The most likely prospect: the Earl of Oxford.
But while Oxford seems to be everything the queen
admires, Mary knows him to be lecherous, cruel, and
full of treachery.
Instead, Mary falls in love with a man who is completely
unsuitable - a minor knight with little money, a widower
with five children. Worst of all, he’s a Catholic. The
queen forbids Mary to wed the man she loves. When the
young woman, who is the queen’s own flesh and blood,
defies her, the couple finds their very lives in danger as
Elizabeth’s wrath knows no bounds.
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RUIN ME
Jamie Brenner
St. Martin’s Griffin (North American), May 2014
Lulu Sterling thinks she has it all figured out: with one
more year left at NYU, she’s spending her summer
interning at her mother’s iconic art gallery, determined
to overcome the long shadow of her father’s suicide and
prove herself to her critical mother. With her boyfriend,
rising artist Brandt Penn, Lulu also hopes she will finally
experience the love and desire that have always eluded
her. But passion comes where she least expects it in the
form of a brilliant, reclusive street artist known only by
the tag GoST, and Lulu must decide how much she is
willing to risk – and how far she is willing to go -- to
claim it.
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JESSICA CLARE

ONCE UPON A BILLIONAIRE

PLAIN JAYNE
Laura Drewry

Berkley (North American), September 2014

Random House (World English), April 2014

Fans of Maya Banks, Melody Anne and J.
Kenner - prepare to be dazzled by Jessica
Clare’s Billionaire Boys Club.

Worn out from the long drive back home, Jayne Morgan
can only smirk at the irony: Of course the first person she
sees from her old life is Nick Scott. Once best friends, they
lost touch when Jayne left town at eighteen, but nothing
could keep them apart forever. Jayne has returned to take
over her grandmother’s bookstore, determined to put all
her bittersweet memories and secret disappointments
strictly in the past—until, that is, Nick insists she bunk
at his place.

When scholarly billionaire Griffin Verdi must
return to his country for the wedding of the
century, he needs a good assistant at his
side. Unfortunately for him, he’s stuck with
Maylee Meriweather, a pretty, charming, and
thoroughly unsuitable woman who doesn’t
know a thing about high society...but she sure
can kiss.
But will Griffin be able to get past Maylee’s lack
of polish? And will Maylee be able to fall for a
man that looks down on everything she’s come
from?

Territories Sold:
Luebbe, Germany (Books 1-3)
ELF Yayinlari, Turkey (Books 1-3)
Headline, UK & Commonwealth (Books 1-6)

THE VIRGIN’S GUIDE TO MISBEHAVING
Berkley (World English), June 2014
Elise Markham is ready for a mental makeover.
It’s time to break out of her shell and maybe
meet someone intriguing. So, on a photography
trip, she has a whole lot more on her mind than
snapping photos.
The newest instructor at Wilderness Survival
Expeditions has a colorful past, to say the least.
Having come from a family of notorious con
artists, Rome just wants a quiet life. He’s exactly
the kind of bad boy that an innocent girl like
Elise should stay far away from. But Elise is
tired of doing what’s right. She’s ready to throw
caution to the wind—and let Rome show her
just how exciting being bad can be…
9

Nick never did care what people thought about having
a girl for a best friend—or the “scandal” she caused by
showing up to his wife’s funeral four years earlier—so he’s got no problem with the gossips
now. Jayne was always the one person he could count on in his life. Now Nick is starting
to realize that he never wants her to leave again . . . and that being “just friends” isn’t going
to be enough anymore.

MADAME PICASSO
Anne Girard
MIRA/Harlequin (World English) August 2014
The mesmerizing and untold story of Eva Gouel, the
unforgettable woman who stole the heart of the greatest
artist of our time.
When Eva Gouel moves to Paris from the countryside,
she is full of ambition and dreams of stardom. A brilliant
but eccentric artist, Picasso sets his sights on Eva, and Eva
can’t help but be drawn into his web. But what starts as a
torrid affair soon evolves into what will become the first
great love of Picasso’s life.
With sparkling insight and passion, Madame Picasso
introduces us to a dazzling heroine, taking us from the
salon of Gertrude Stein to the glamorous Moulin Rouge
and inside the studio and heart of one of the most
enigmatic and iconic artists of the twentieth century.
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DIANA GABALDON
WRITTEN IN MY OWN HEART’S BLOOD

THE LIFE INTENDED
Kristin Harmel

Delacorte/Random House (North American),
June 2014

Territories Sold:
J’ai Lu, France
Planeta, Spain
Doubleday, Canada
Gummerus, Finland
Stockholm Text, Sweden
Salamandra, Latin America
Orion, UK & Commonwealth
Blanvalet/Random House, Germany
Saida de Emergencia/Sextante, Brazil
Meulenhoff Boekerij, The Netherlands

Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster (North American),
January 2015

The eighth novel in the world-famous
Outlander series with over 25 million
copies sold across 34 languages and a
major new TV series.

THE
LIFE INTENDED

Written In My Own Heart’s Blood weaves
the fibers of a family’s life through the
tapestry of historical drama.

KRISTIN
HARMEL

The Outlander series follows the story of
Claire Randall, a married combat nurse
from 1945 who is mysteriously swept back
in time to 1743, where she is thrown into
an unkind and unknown world. Forced to
marry Jamie, a chivalrous and romantic
young Scottish warrior, a passionate
affair is ignited that tears Claire’s heart
between two vastly different men in two
irreconcilable lives.

MAJOR
TV SERIES
Release Date:
August 2014

Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Garzanti, Italy
Blanvalet/Random House, Germany

WICKED ALL NIGHT
Emma Wildes
Irene Goodman (North American), Spring 2014

WICKED
ALL NIGHT

Sophia knows she should not succumb to the temptation
but once she discovers the man sending her gifts and
scandalous notes is the delicious young Viscount
Breton, she is both flattered and swayed into considering
a liaison.

Sony Pictures Television

Julius Valacourt might be notorious as a rake of the first
order but the woman of his dreams is elusive and he is
just as determined to change her mind as she is to ignore
his pursuit. When he senses she is wavering, he presses
his courtship and agrees to any terms. That is until he
might lose the woman of his dreams and boldly sweeps
the deal off the table.

Trailer Available at:
www.Starz.com

A secret, passionate affair could end in social disaster or
prove to be an extraordinary love story…

Channel: Starz

Emma Wildes

16 Episode Order
International Distribution:
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From the international bestselling author of The
Sweetness of Forgetting comes a story of finding life
after loss, the family we make for ourselves, and second
chances at love. Music therapist Kate Westhoven thinks
part of her will always mourn Patrick, the husband she
lost too soon, despite the efforts she’s made to move on
since he died. She’s dating a new guy, happy in her job,
and most days she can ignore the pain of the family and
future that died with Patrick. Until one day, when she
begins to dream of Patrick—not as he was, but as they
would have been had he lived. Faced with this peek into
the life she lost, Kate must reexamine the life she has—
and in the process, find her way to the life she’s meant
to be living.

Cover Coming Soon
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PILLARS OF LIGHT
Jane Johnson

Doubleday (Canada), 2015
A novel of love, war and cathedral building.

PILLARS
OF

LIGHT
Jane Johnson
Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Goldmann/Random House, Germany

HOVER
Anne Wilson

The Author

John Savage has escaped a cruel life in a priory to
travel the world with a band of miracle-fakers run by
a mysterious figure called The Moor, a man driven by
a dream of perfection. Against his will, John and the
troupe are recruited in Richard the Lionheart’s drive
to regain the Latin Kingdom from Saladin. Meanwhile,
behind the walls of the besieged city of Acre, star-crossed
lovers Zohra and Nathanael must fight to survive amid
turmoil and tragedy. PILLARS OF LIGHT transports
the reader from the heart of twelfth century England
and the construction of the greatest Gothic enterprise
of the age – Wells Cathedral – to the war in Syria. It is
a powerful and moving novel about the triumph of the
human spirit against all the odds.

THRILLERS

‘One of those rare epic reads that while set in the past is
deeply relevant to the present’ Tahir Shah

Forge/Tor Books (North American), Summer
2015
Helicopter pilot Sara Denning joins an all-male
navy battle group with little fanfare and that’s just
the way she likes it. Her philosophy is simple:
blend in, be competent, never do anything to
stand out as a woman. But somewhere along the
way, she lost herself. Her feminine, easy-going
soul now buried under so many defensive layers,
she can’t reach it anymore.
When she meets the strong, self-assured Lieutenant
Eric Marxen, those defenses start to falter. He
coordinates flight operations for SEAL Team One
and they begin to request Sara exclusively as the
pilot for their training exercises. The end mission
is so secret, even she doesn’t know the reason
behind her mandated participation. With her
career on the line she is able to compartmentalize
her feelings, but when her life is on the line, can
she follow the orders of her heart?
13

FATHER OF FEAR
Ethan Cross

The Story Plant (North American), April 2014

Der Spiegel Bestselling Series
A father returns home to find that his family has
been kidnapped and the only way to save their
lives is for him to kill another innocent person.
So begins a journey that will force Special Agent
Marcus Williams to question all that he believes,
unearth his family’s dark legacy, and sacrifice
everything to save those he loves.
Rippling with intensity, charged with tension, and
brimming with a relentless spirit of humanity,
Father of Fear is the latest evidence that Ethan
Cross is one of the finest suspense novelists on
the planet.
14

ROBERT LUDLUM

290 Million Copies Sold Across 30 Languages
THE BOURNE ASCENDANCY

COLOR BLIND
Colby Marshall
Berkley Trade (World English), November 2014

Grand Central Publishing (North American), June 2014
Jason Bourne is working as a ‘blacksmith’ - someone
who is hired by high-level government ministers fearful
of assassination attempts. He is paid to impersonate
these men at meetings in places of uncertain security
around the globe. Bourne is at one such meeting when
armed gunmen storm the room - but their target is not
the minister he impersonates, it is Bourne himself.

Territories Sold:
Rizzoli, Italy
Grasset, France
Heyne Verlag, Germany
Orion, UK & Commonwealth

Kidnapped and transported to an underground
bunker, Bourne finds himself face-to-face with a wellknown terrorist, a man who calls himself El Ghadan
(‘Tomorrow’). El Ghadan demands that Bourne carry
out a special mission for him - one, that if completed,
will have dire consequences for the entire world.

A NEW BOURNE MOVIE

The fifth movie in the billion dollar
Bourne franchise will be released
in August 2015 starring Jeremy
Renner and directed by Justin Lin
(Fast & Furious).

THE GENEVA STRATEGY
A Covert-One Novel

Grand Central Publishing
(North
American),
February 2015

COLOR BLIND
Colby Marshall
Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Koridor, Turkey
Heyne Verlag, Germany

There is something unusual about Dr. Jenna Ramey’s
brain, a rare perceptual quirk that punctuates her
experiences with flashes of color. They are hard to
explain: red can mean anger, or love, or strength. But
she can use these spontaneous mental associations,
understand and interpret them enough to help her
read people and situations in ways others cannot. As
an FBI forensic psychiatrist, she used it to profile and
catch criminals. Years ago, she used it to save her own
family from her charming, sociopathic mother.
Now, the FBI has detained a mass murderer and called
for Jenna’s help. Behind bars or not, he holds the power
to harm more innocents. Jenna’s unique mind, with
its strange and subtle perceptions, may be all that can
prevent a terrifying reality.

SPARTANS AT THE GATES
Noble Smith
Thomas Dunne Books (North American), June 2014

Robert
Ludlum’s
bestselling Covert-One
series continues with an
exciting, ripped-fromthe- headlines new novel
by bestselling, awardwinning thriller author Jamie Freveletti.

The Peloponnesian War has begun. An army of
merciless Spartan invaders have arrived at the gates of
Plataea, bent on obliterating the city and its inhabitants.
Plataea’s oldest allies, the Athenians, are spread too
thin in their own campaigns to send help. Cut off and
alone, the Plataeans dig in behind their high walls for
the coming siege, while the ruthless Spartans gather
outside.

On one evening in Washington, D C, several
high-ranking members of government
disappear. Among the kidnapped is Nick
Rendel, a computer software coding expert in
charge of drone programming and strategy.
He has the most dangerous knowledge.
Showing disturbing signs of brainwashing, the
kidnappers may soon have the power to carry
out drone strikes anywhere in the world....

On a rugged mountain road a young Plataean warrior
named Nikias rides to Athens on an urgent quest. He
carries with him a bag of ill-gotten gold, hoping to
raise an army of mercenaries to help defend his city
from the coming Spartan assault. But in the sprawling
stronghold of Athens, Nikias encounters perils that
prove to be more dangerous than those he has faced on
the battlefield.
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Territories Sold:
Psichogios, Greece
Novo Conceito, Brazil
Fabbri/RCS Libri, Italy
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JAMES ROLLINS

15 Million Copies Sold Across 35 Languages
THE KILL SWITCH: A Tucker Wayne Novel (Sigma Force)
William Morrow (North American), May 2014

Who does the U.S. government call upon when a mission
requires perfect stealth, execution, and discretion? Meet
the newest recruits to the expanding Sigma Force universe-former Army Ranger Tucker Wayne and his stalwart
companion, Kane, a military working dog of exceptional
abilities -- in The Kill Switch.

SCIENCE FICTION
&
FANTASY

The mission seems simple enough: extract a pharmaceutical
magnate from Russian soil, a volatile man who holds the
secret to a deadly bioweapon. But nothing is as it appears
to be. A conspiracy of world-shattering scope unravels as
Tucker and Kane struggle to keep one move ahead of their
deadly enemies.

Territories Sold:
Nord, Italy
Eksmo, Russia
Orion, UK & Commonwealth

From the frozen steppes of Russia to the sun-blasted
mountains of South Africa and Namibia, a biological threat
millions of years in the making strikes out at the heart of
America.

THE SIXTH EXTINCTION (Sigma Force)

HOMECOMING (THE WITCHES OF ECHO PARK)
Ace Trade (North American), December 2014
Amber Benson

William Morrow (North American), August 2014
A remote military research station in Utah sends out a
frantic distress call, ending with a chilling final command:
Kill us all! Personnel from the neighbouring base rush in to
discover everyone already dead - and not just the scientists.
The land is entirely sterile-and the blight is spreading.
To halt the inevitable, Commander Gray Pierce and Sigma
must unravel a threat that rises out of the distant past, to
a time when Antarctica was green and all life on Earth
balanced upon the blade of a knife. Following clues from an
ancient map rescued from the lost Library of Alexandria,
Sigma will discover the truth about an ancient continent,
about a new form of death buried under miles of ice.

Territories Sold:
Nord, Italy
Eksmo, Russia
BB Art, Czech Republic
Orion, UK & Commonwealth

Sigma will face its greatest challenge to date: stopping the
coming extinction of mankind. But is it already too late?
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HOMECOMING
The Witches of
Echo Park

Amber Benson

Cover Coming Soon

Unbeknownst to most of humankind, a powerful
network of witches thrives within the shadows of society,
using their magic to keep the world in balance. But they
are being eliminated—and we will all pay if their power
falls…
When Elyse MacAllister’s Aunt Eleanora, the woman who
raised her, becomes deathly ill, Lyse puts her comfortable
life in Georgia on hold to rush back to Los Angeles. And
once she’s back in Echo Park, Lyse discovers her aunt has
been keeping secrets—extraordinary secrets—from her.
Lyse is heir not only to Eleanora’s home, she is also
expected to take her aunt’s place in the Echo Park coven
of witches. But to accept her destiny means to place
herself in deadly peril—for the world of magic is under
siege, and the battle thewitches now fight may be their
last…
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WAR DOGS
Greg Bear

Orbit (North American), October 2014
The Gurus came in peace, bearing gifts. They were
a highly advanced, interstellar species who brought
amazingly useful and sophisticated technology to the
human race. There was, of course, a catch. The Gurus
warned of a far more malevolent life form, beings who
have hounded the Gurus across the cosmos. Pundits
have taken to calling them the Antagonists - or Antags.
The Gurus would now like our help.
Enter Master Sergeant Michael Venn, a veteran Skyrine
(a Marine who is specially trained for off-world combat)
who is dropped onto the Red Planet to take down as
many Antags as possible.

From a group of female special ops Skyrines with secret
orders, to mysterious humans who’ve settled on Mars,
Territories Sold:
to the overwhelming and highly-reinforced Antags
Heyne Verlag, Germany
themselves, Venn and his brothers will face impossible
Gollancz, UK & Commonwealth odds just to survive-let alone make it home alive.

TWELVE KINGS IN SHARAKHAI (Song of the Shattered Sands)
Bradley Beaulieu
DAW (North American), September 2014
TWELVE
KINGS
IN SHARAKHAI
Bradley
Beaulieu
Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Gollancz, UK & Commonwealth

A PROTOCOL FOR MONSTERS (Dave Hooper Series, Book 1)
John Birmingham
Del Rey (North American), March 2015

A
PROTOCOL FOR
MONSTERS
John Birmingham
Cover Coming Soon
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The world’s only hope is a very unlikely hero: Dave
Hooper, a Jimmy McNulty-like blue-collar oil rig worker
with a tough and bleak sense of humor--and a horde of
inner demons to fight. Because Dave’s first encounter
with the monsters awakens his own secret powers: He’s
now a hyper-powered warrior with extreme strength and
speed--and a fireman’s axe that has been transformed
into a legendary weapon. The first wave of monsters has
left the rig and has attacked New Orleans--and it’s up to
Dave to master his new powers and defeat the army of
monsters.

Territories Sold:
Titan Books, United Kingdom
Macmillan, Australia/New Zealand

MIRROR SIGHT (Green Rider, Book 5)
DAW (North American), May 2014
Kristen Britain
Karigan G’ladheon is a Green Rider-a seasoned member
of the royal messenger corps whose loyalty and bravery
have been tested many times. Her final, explosive
confrontation should have killed her.

In the cramped west end of Sharakhai, Çeda fights in the pits
to scrape a living. She prays for the downfall of the cruel,
immortal Kings, but she’s been powerless.
This all changes when she goes out on the holy night when all
are forbidden from walking the streets. The asirim, powerful
yet wretched creatures that protect the Kings, wander the
city and take tribute. It is then that one of the asirim stops
Çeda and whispers long forgotten words into her ear. Çeda
has heard those words before, in a book left to her by her
mother, and through that she begins to find hidden riddles
left by her mother. As Çeda begins to unlock the mysteries
of that fateful night, she realizes that the very origin of the
asirim and the dark bargain the Kings made may be the very
key she needs. And yet the Kings are no fools—they’ve ruled
for four hundred years and they have not been idle. As Çeda
digs into their past, and the Kings come closer and closer to
unmasking her, Çeda must decide if she’s ready to face them.

An oil rig off the coast of Louisiana opens a rift in
the deep ocean and unleashes a horde of terrifying
monsters--including an army of orcs...and another vast,
and unspeakable horror.

But rather than finding death, and peace, Karigan wakes
to a darkness deeper than night. The explosion has
transported her somewhere - and into a sealed stone
sarcophagus - and now she must escape, somehow,
before the thinning air runs out and her mysterious
tomb becomes her grave.

Territories Sold:
Bragelonne, France
Gollancz, UK & Commonwealth

Where is she? Does a trap, laid by Mornhavon, lie
beyond her prison? And if she can escape, will she find
the world beyond the same - or has the magic taken her
out of reach of her friends, home and King forever . . . ?
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SAUCER: SAVAGE PLANET
St. Martin’s Griffin (North American), April 2014
Stephen Coonts
A year after young engineering student Rip Cantrell
discovered the first flying saucer buried deep in the
sands of the Sahara, another saucer is brought up from
the bottom of the Atlantic. The recovery is funded by a
pharmaceutical executive who believes that the saucer
holds the key to an anti-aging drug formula that space
travelers would need to voyage between galaxies. But
one of his technicians, Adam Solo, an alien marooned
on Earth for a thousand years, steals the saucer, hoping
to summon a starship to rescue him. Unfortunately, the
stolen saucer has damaged communications gear.

JAMES S.A. COREY
CIBOLA BURN (Expanse, Book 4)
Orbit (World English), June 2014
The gates have opened the way to thousands of
habitable planets, and the land rush has begun.
Settlers stream out from humanity’s home
planets in a vast, poorly controlled flood, landing
on a new world. Among them, the Rocinante,
haunted by the vast, posthuman network of the
protomolecule as they investigate what destroyed
the great intergalactic society that built the gates
and the protomolecule.

Solo goes to Rip Cantrell and his partner, ex-Air Force
test pilot Charlotte “Charley” Pine, and Rip’s uncle Egg,
for help in summoning a starship.

But Holden and his crew must also contend with
the growing tensions between the settlers and
the company which owns the official claim to the
planet. Both sides will stop at nothing to defend
what’s theirs, but soon a terrible disease strikes
and only Holden - with help from the ghostly
Detective Miller - can find the cure.

Rip and Charley face an incredible decision: Do they
dare leave the safety of earth to travel into the great
wilderness of the universe?

WILLFUL CHILD
Steven Erikson
Tor Books (North American), October 2014

WILLFUL
CHILD

A wickedly entertaining spoof space adventure by
Steven Erikson, a life-long ‘Star Trek’ fan and author of
the multi-million copy selling ‘The Malazan Book of the
Fallen’ series.

Steven Erikson

These are the voyages of the starship, A.S.F. Willful
Child. Its ongoing mission: to seek out strange new
worlds on which to plant the Terran flag, to subjugate
and if necessary obliterate new life-forms.

Cover Coming Soon

And so we join the not-terribly-bright but exceedingly
cock-sure Captain Hadrian Sawback and his motley
crew on board the Starship Willful Child for a series of
devil-may-care, near-calamitous and downright chaotic
adventures.

Territories Sold:
Bantam Press, UK & Commonwealth
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Series Sold:
Goukr, China
Ithaki, Turkey
Bard, Bulgaria
Laguna, Serbia

Actes-Sud, France
Fumax Kft. Hungary
Naeappeseoda, Korea
Fabryka Slow, Poland
Triton, Czech Republic

Hayakawa Publishing, Japan
Heyne/Random House, Germany
Science Fiction Book Club, Russia
SC Voyager Premium Books, Romania

TELEVISION OPTION
Alcon Television Group has acquired the television
rights to the Expanse series!
Alcon President, Sharon Hall, will executive produce.
Screenwriters: Mark Fergus and Hawk Ostby (Iron Man,
Children of Men)
The Expanse will be an hour long sci-fi drama, airing
once a week, with elements of a detective procedural,
centering on a cover-up of the discovery of alien life.
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SEVERED SOULS (Richard and Kahlan 3)
Terry Goodkind
Tor Books (North American), August 2014

FALLING SKY
Rajan Khanna

Ben Gold lives in dangerous times. Two generations
ago, a virulent disease turned the population of most of
North America into little more than beasts called Ferals.
Some of those who survived took to the air, scratching
out a living on airships and dirigibles soaring over the
dangerous ground.

Severed Souls -- A sweeping new novel of
Richard Rahl, Kahlan Amnell, and their
world from New York Times Bestselling
author, Terry Goodkind.
Terry Goodkind is the #1 New York Times

Ben has his own airship, a family heirloom, and has
signed up to help a group of scientists looking for a
cure. But that’s not as easy as it sounds, especially with
a power-hungry air city looking to raid any nearby
settlements. To make matters worse, his airship, the
only home he’s ever known, is stolen. Ben must try to
survive on the ground while trying to get his ship back.

bestselling author of The Sword of Truth series, Richard and Kahlan stories, The Law of
Nines, The Omen Machine, and The First Confessor: The Legend of Magda Searus, aswell-as collaborator for Legend of the Seeker, the Sam Raimi produced, ABC television
series based on The Sword of Truth books. He has sold over 26 million books across 20
languages.
Territories Sold:
Bragelonne, France
Luitingh Sijthoff, The Netherlands
HarperCollins, UK & Commonwealth

This brings him to Gastown, a city in the air recently
conquered by belligerent and expansionist pirates.
When events turn deadly, Ben must decide what really
matters--whether to risk it all on a desperate chance for
a better future or to truly remain on his own.

THE MERCHANT EMPEROR, Symphony of Ages, Book 7
Elizabeth Haydon Tor Books (North American), June 2014

The war that they had feared is now upon them. Ashe and
Rhapsody, leaders of the Cymrian Alliance, are gathering
their allies to combat the machinations of Talquist, who
will soon be crowned emperor of Sorbold. Gwydion
Navarne remains by Ashe’s side. Anborn, Lord Marshal,
has taken to the field. And Rhapsody has been forced into
hiding to protect the life of her infant son.
The Merchant Emperor of Sorbold has unintentionally
allied himself with a pair of demons and has begun
targeting the dragons that remain on the Middle
Continent. Talquist will stop at nothing until the
Cymrians are wiped out and the entire continent and the
rest of the Known World is under his rule.
Assailed by danger from all sides, surrounded by lies and
intrigue, Rhapsody is left with one undeniable truth: if their forces are to prevail, she
must join the war herself, wielding the Daystar Clarion, an ancient weapon whose power
is nearly unparalleled. As she struggles to reconcile her duties as a mother and ruler, a
danger far more devastating than Talquist is stirring beneath the surface of the land itself.
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Pyr (North American), October 2014

BLACK DOG: Hellhound Chronicles
Caitlin Kittredge
Harper Voyager (North American), October 2014

BLACK DOG
Hellhound Chronicles

Caitlin
Kittredge
Cover Coming Soon

A century-old Hellhound must serve her reaper boss
by collecting souls. A necromancer approaches her
with a plan for revenge.
For almost 100 years, Ava has been a hellhound.
Murdered by the man she loved, she exchanged her
soul for a reprieve from death, and became the servant
of a reaper. Now she tracks down humans who’ve sold
their souls to her boss and are having second thoughts.
Leonid Karpov, the necromancer, manages to best Ava
and offers her a deal that will free her soul.
But the path is a dangerous one and the greatest of
demons stands in her way.
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THE HOUSE OF THE FOUR WINDS: One Dozen Daughters, #1
Mercedes Lackey and James Mallory

THE GRACE OF KINGS (The Dandelion Dynasty #1)
Ken Liu
Simon & Schuster (North American), 2015

Tor Books (North American), August 2014
The rulers of tiny, impoverished Swansgaard have twelve
daughters and one son. While the prince’s future is
assured, his twelve sisters must find their own fortunes.
Disguising herself as Clarence, a sailor, Princess Clarice
intends to work her way to the New World. When the
crew rebels, Clarice/Clarence, an expert with rapier and
dagger, sides with the handsome navigator, Dominick,
and kills the cruel captain.
Dominick leads the now-outlawed crew in search of
treasure in The House of Four Winds. They encounter
the sorceress Shamal, who claims Dominick for her
own—but Clarice has fallen hard for Dominick and
won’t give him up without a fight.
Full of swashbuckling adventure, buoyant magic, and
irrepressible charm, a lighthearted fantasy romp.

GRUDGEBEARER
J.F. Lewis

THE

GRACE OF KINGS

KEN LIU
Cover Coming Soon

Almost six hundred years after the Sundering, an
Eldrennai prince carelessly breaks the truce by setting
up a surprise museum exhibit containing sentient suits
of Aernese armor left behind, never to be touched, lest
Kholster kill every last Eldrennai. Through their stillexisting connection with their ancient armor, the Aern
know instantly. While Kholster travels to the Grand
Conjunction, his troops travel by sea, heading for war.
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Wily, charming Kuni Garu, a bandit, and stern, fearless
Mata Zyndu, son of a deposed duke, seem like opposites.
Yet, in the rebellion against a cruel Emperor, the two
quickly become the best of friends after a series of
adventures involving clashing armies, silk-draped
airships, underwater boats, magical books, shapeshifting
gods, and scaled whales who seem to prophesy the future.
Once the Emperor has been overthrown, the two find
themselves the leaders of two sides with very different
ideas.

Territories Sold:
AST, Russia
Dook, China

This is the debut novel by Hugo, Nebula, and World
Fantasy Award-winner Ken Liu.

DREAMER’S POOL (Blackthorn and Grim, Book 1)
ROC/Penguin (North American) November 2014
Juliet Marillier

Pyr (World English) September 2014
Kholster is the first born of the practically immortal
Aern. Unable to break an oath without breaking their
connection, the Aern served the Eldrennai faithfully
for thousands of years until the Sundering. Now, the
Aern, Vael, and Eldrennai meet every hundred years
for a Grand Conjunction to renew their tenuous peace.

The first in an epic series that spans decades in time and
dozens of cities and kingdoms in space.

DREAMER’S
POOL

Juliet Marillier
Cover Coming Soon

Territories Sold:
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal

In exchange for help escaping her long and wrongful
imprisonment, embittered magical healer Blackthorn has
vowed to set aside her bid for vengeance. Followed by a
former prison mate, a silent hulk of a man named Grim, she
travels north to Dalriada.
Oran, crown prince of Dalriada, has waited anxiously for the
arrival of his future bride, Lady Flidais. He knows her only
from a portrait and sweetly poetic correspondence that have
convinced him Flidais is his destined true love. But Oran
discovers letters can lie. For although his intended exactly
resembles her portrait, her brutality upon arrival proves she
is nothing like the sensitive woman of the letters.
Word has spread that Blackthorn possesses a remarkable gift
for solving knotty problems, so the prince asks her for help.
To save Oran from his treacherous nuptials, Blackthorn and
Grim will need all their resources: courage, ingenuity, leaps of
deduction, and more than a little magic.
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EMPRESS GAME
Rhonda Mason
EMPRESS GMAE

Rhonda Mason
Cover Coming Soon

Titan Books (World English) Summer 2015
One seat on the intergalactic Sakien Empire’s supreme
ruling body, the Council of Seven, remains unfilled,
that of the Empress Apparent. The seat isn’t won by
votes or marriage, it’s won in a tournament of ritualized
combat in the ancient tradition. Now that tournament–
the Empress Game–has been called, and the females
of the empire will stop at nothing to secure political
domination for their homeworlds.
The battle for political power isn’t contained by the
tournament’s ring, however. The empire’s elite gather to
forge, strengthen or betray alliances in a political dance
that will shape the fate of the empire for a generation.
With the empire wracked by a rising nanovirus plague
and stretched thin by an ill-advised planet-wide
occupation in enemy territory, everything rests on the
woman who rises to the top.

STONE COLD (A Broken Magic Novel, Book 2)
Devon Monk
ROC/Penguin (World English) April 2014

A DARKER SHADE OF MAGIC (Book 1)
Tor Books (North American) January 2015
V.E. Schwab
The last of a line of blood mages and a pickpocket specializing
in magical artifacts must combine forces to save the worlds—
all of them.
A

Darker Shade
of

Magic

V.E. SCHWAB

Officially, Kell is the Red Traveler, personal messenger for the
royal family of Red London. Unofficially, Kell is a smuggler.
It’s a dangerous, defiant hobby to have—as Kell learns when
he stumbles into a set-up with a forbidden token from Black
London, an item that shouldn’t even exist. Stranded, he runs
into Lila, who promptly robs him, saves him, and forces
Territories Sold:
him to take her to Red London. All around them magic is
Titan Books, UK & Commonwealth
swelling, unpredictable and strange, and treachery lurks at
every turn. To save all of the worlds, they’ll need to make it
out of this one alive.
Cover Coming Soon

THE CITY STAINED RED (Bring Down Heaven, Book 1)
Sam Sykes
Orbit (North American) October 2014

Marked by Life and Death magic, Shame Flynn
and Terric Conley are “breakers”—those who
can use magic to its full extent. Most of the time,
they can barely stand each other, but they know
they have to work together to defeat a common
enemy—rogue magic user Eli Collins.

Lenk and his battle-scarred companions have come to
Cier’Djaal in search of Miron Evanhands, a wealthy
priest who contracted them to eradicate demons-and
then vanished before paying.
But hunting Miron down might be tougher than even
these weary adventurers can handle as two unstoppable
armies move towards all-out war, tensions rise within
the capital’s cultural melting pot, and demons begin to
pour from the shadows...

Backed by the government, Eli is trying to use
magic as a weapon by carving spells into the flesh
of innocents and turning them into brainless
walking bombs. To stop him, Shame and Terric
will need to call on their magic, even as it threatens
to consume them—because the price they must
pay to wield Life and Death could change the very
fate of the world...and magic itself.
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Most people only know one London; but what if there were
several? Kell is one of the last Travelers—magicians with a
rare, coveted ability to travel between parallel universes. For
Kell, there’s Grey London, dirty and crowded and boring,
without magic. Red London, where life and magic are
revered. White London, ruled by whoever has murdered
their way to the throne. And once upon a time, there was
Black London...

Territories Sold:
Gollancz, UK & Commonwealth

All that prevents the city from tearing itself apart in
carnage are Lenk, Kataria, a savage human-hating
warrior, Denaos, a dangerous rogue, Asper, a healer
priestess, Dreadaeleon, a young wizard, and Gariath, one
of the last of the dragonmen.
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CIRCLE OF BLOOD (A Witch Hunt Novel, #3)
Debbie Viguie
Signet (North American) April 2014
Samantha Ryan—cop by choice, witch hunter by
necessity—is about to confront the witch who has
been secretly manipulating her life.
All her life, Samantha Ryan has been haunted by a
circle of blood. But now her carefully constructed
life has given way to the darkness she might have
embraced, had she not run away.

ECHOPRAXIA
Peter Watts

Angry, focused, and more than willing to use her
powers on anyone who gets in her way, Samantha
travels to New Orleans to confront Lilith Black,
the witch who has been mercilessly shaping events
around her for months. But little does Samantha
know that her own nightmarish past and Lilith’s
are inescapably intertwined.

THE AFFINITIES
Robert Charles Wilson
Tor Books (World English) July 2015

The
Affinities
Robert
Charles
Wilson

Cover Coming Soon

In the near future, science has made it possible to sort
people into what are called “Affinity groups.” Members of an
Affinity group collaborate more successfully than the general
population, and members are guaranteed a better shot at
success, prosperity, and love. But not everyone qualifies for
membership.
Adam Fisk is a college student – broke, nearly friendless,
and about to drop out – when he joins an Affinity, and for a
time it seems a solution to his problems. But as the various
Affinities begin to compete among themselves – as loyalty
to the Affinities begins to displace religious, family and
national allegiances – Adam is drawn into the dark side of
the Affinities. And as the conflicts grow violent and global,
threatening whole nations as well as his own family and
Affinity, Adam is confronted with a searing moral choice he
can no longer avoid.

Tor Books (World English), August 2014
It’s the eve of the twenty-second century: a world where
the dearly departed send postcards back from Heaven and
evangelicals make scientific breakthroughs by speaking
in tongues; where genetically engineered vampires solve
problems intractable to baseline humans and soldiers come
with zombie switches that shut off self-awareness during
combat. And it’s all under surveillance by an alien presence
that refuses to show itself.
Daniel Bruks is a living fossil: a field biologist in a world where
biology has turned computational. He’s turned his back on
a humanity that shatters into strange new subspecies with
every heartbeat. But he awakens one night to find himself at
the center of a storm that will turn all of history inside-out.
Territories Sold:
AST, Russia
MAG, Poland
Fleuve Noir, France
Heyne Verlag, Germany
Tokyo Shogensha, Japan

YOUNG ADULT
&

MIDDLE GRADE

Now he’s trapped on a ship bound for the center of the solar
system. His pilgrimage brings Dan Bruks, the fossil man,
face-to-face with the biggest evolutionary breakpoint since
the origin of thought itself.
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THE WRATH AND THE DAWN
Renee Ahdieh

FROSTBORN (Thrones & Bones, Book 1)
Lou Anders

Putnam (World English) June/july 2015

The
WRATH
and the
DAWN
Renee Ahdieh
Cover Coming Soon

AMBASSADOR
William Alexander

Crown BFYR (World English), August 2014

A spectacular reimagining of The Arabian Nights.
The Caliph is a killer. Every night the 18-year-old ruler takes
a new teenaged bride and every dawn he has her killed.
When sixteen-year-old Shahrzad volunteers to marry Khalid,
the young Caliph of Khorasan, she does so with the plan of
exacting revenge on him for the murder of her best friend.
Her decision spurs her meek-mannered father to embrace a
dark form of magic, her docile sister to abandon all pretense
of timidity, and her childhood sweetheart, Tariq, to the
treasonous rallying of the Caliph’s enemies to his side in
preparation for war. Shazi’s wits and will get her through to
the dawn no others have seen, but with a catch even she cannot
outwit....she’s falling in love with the very boy who killed her
dearest friend. In betraying her family, turning her back on
her childhood love, and chaining her heart to the ferocious
king, she may end up discovering a truth that frees them all.

Simon & Schuster (North American) September 2014
Gabe Fuentes is in for the ride of his life when he becomes
Earth’s ambassador to the galaxy in this otherworldly
adventure from the National Book Award–winning
author of Goblin Secrets.
Gabe Fuentes is reading under the covers one summer
night when he is interrupted by a creature who looks
like a purple sock puppet. The sock puppet introduces
himself as the Envoy and asks if Gabe wants to be Earth’s
ambassador to the galaxy. What sane twelve-year-old
could refuse?

Some ingenious tinkering with the washing machine
sends Gabe’s “entangled” self out to the center of the
galaxy. There he finds that Earth is in the path of a
destructive alien force—and Gabe himself is the target of an assassination plot. Exactly
who wants him out of the way? And why?
Back home, Gabe discovers that his undocumented parents are in danger of being deported.
Can Gabe survive long enough to solve two sets of “alien” problems? He runs for his life,
and through Minneapolis and outer space, in this fast-paced adventure from a National
Book Award–winning author.
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Meet Karn. He is destined to take over the family
farm in Norrøngard. His only problem? He’d rather be
playing the board game, Thrones and Bones.
Enter Thianna. Half human, half frost giantess. She’s
too tall to blend in with other humans but too short to
be taken seriously as a giant.

Territories Sold:
AST, Russia

When family intrigues force Karn and Thianna to
flee into the wilderness, they have to keep their sense
of humor and their wits about them. But survival
can be challenging when you’re being chased by a
1,500-year-old dragon, Helltoppr the undead warrior
and his undead minions, an evil uncle, wyverns, and an
assortment of trolls and giants.

THE DARKEST PART OF THE FOREST
Holly Black
Little Brown BFYR (World English) January 2015
Children can have a cruel, absolute sense of justice. Children
can kill a monster and feel quite proud of themselves. A girl
can look at her brother and believe they’re destined to be a
knight and a bard who battle evil. She can believe she’s found
the thing she’s been made for.
Hazel lives with her brother, Ben, in the strange town of
Fairfold where humans and fae exist side by side. The faeries’
seemingly harmless magic attracts tourists, but Hazel knows
how dangerous they can be, and she knows how to stop them.
Or she did, once.
At the center of it all, there is a glass coffin in the woods. It
rests right on the ground and in it sleeps a boy with horns on
his head and ears as pointed as knives. Hazel and Ben were
both in love with him as children. The boy has slept there for generations, never waking. Until one
day, he does…

The Darkest Part of the Forest is bestselling author Holly Black’s triumphant return to the genre
32
that launched her YA career.

HOLLY BLACK & CASSANDRA CLARE
THE IRON TRIAL

LAIR OF DREAMS (The Diviners, Book 2)
Libba Bray
Little Brown BFYR (North American) August
2014

Book 1 of The Magisterium
Scholastic
(North
September 2014

American)

After a supernatural showdown with a serial
killer, Evie O’Neill has outed herself as a Diviner.
Now that the world knows of her ability to
“read” objects, and therefore, read the past, she
has become a media darling, earning the title,
“America’s Sweetheart Seer.” But not everyone
is so accepting of the Diviners’ abilities...

From New York Times bestselling
authors Holly Black and Cassandra
Clare comes a riveting new series
that defies what you think you know
about the world of magic.
From two bestselling superstars,
a dazzling and magical middlegrade collaboration centering on
the students of the Magisterium,
an academy for those with a
propensity toward magic. In this
first book, a new student comes to
the Magisterium against his will -is it because he is destined to be a
powerful magician, or is the truth
more twisted than that? It’s a journey
that will thrill you, surprise you,
and make you wonder about the
clear-cut distinction usually made
between good and evil.

Fire wants to burn. Water wants to Flow.
Air wants to rise. Earth wants to bind. Chaos wants to devour.
Territories Sold:
Planeta, Spain
Eksmo, Russia
Otava, Finland
Crown, Taiwan
Egmont, Latvia
Egmont, Croatia
Albatros, Poland
Grup 62, Catalan
Mondadori, Italy

Egmont, Bulgaria
Alvilda, Denmark
Amarin, Thailand
Psichogios, Greece
Ikar, Slovak Republic
Baumhaus, Germany
Novo Conceito, Brazil
Dogan Egmont, Turkey
Pocket Jeunesse, France
Leda Editserv, Romania
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Moon, The Netherlands
Bonnier Carlsen, Sweden
Cappelen Damm, Norway
Euromedia, Czech Republic
Kinneret Zmora Dvir, Israel
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Konyvmolykepzo Kiado, Hungary
Éditions Scholastic, French Canada
Random House, UK & Commonwealth

Meanwhile, mysterious deaths have been
turning up in the city, victims of an unknown
sleeping sickness. Can the Diviners descend
into the dreamworld and catch a killer?
Territories Sold: DTV, Germany
Fazi, Italy
AST, Russia
MAG, Poland
Modan, Israel

Artemis, Turkey
EMAS, Bulgaria
RBA Libros, Spain
Grupo Leya, Portugal

Editora Moderna, Brazil
Atom, United Kingdom
Konyvmolykepzo Kiado, Hungary
Paramount/Fake Empire, Film Rights
Allen & Unwin, Australia/New Zealand

THE 57 LIVES OF ALEX WAYFARE
Strange Chemistry (World English) March 2014
MG Buehrlen
For as long as Alex Wayfare can remember, she has had
visions of the past, vivid visions. These brushes with
history pull her from her daily life without warning,
sometimes leaving her with strange lasting effects and
wounds she can’t explain. Alex is desperate to find
out what her visions mean and get rid of them. It isn’t
until she meets Porter, that she learns the truth. She
is a Descender-capable of traveling back in time. But
even among Descenders, Alex is unique-unlike most
people, with one soul and one life-Alex is one soul
with 56 lifetimes to explore. The prospect is irresistible,
especially when the same mysterious boy with soulful
blue eyes keeps showing up in each of them. But the
more she descends, the more it becomes apparent that
someone doesn’t want Alex to travel again. Ever. And
will stop at nothing to make this life her last.
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MY BEST FRIEND, MAYBE
Caela Carter

FOR REAL
Alison Cherry

Bloomsbury USA Childrens (North American) June 2014

Delacorte/Random House (World English) December
2014
No parents. No limits. No clue what they’re in for.

Right before they started high school, Colette’s best
friend, Sadie, dumped her. Three years later, Colette is
still lonely. She tries to be perfect for everyone left in
her life: her parents, her younger brothers, her church
youth group, even her boyfriend, Mark. But Colette is
restless. And she misses Sadie.

Shy, cautious Claire has always been in her confident
older sister’s shadow. While Miranda’s life is jam-packed
with exciting people and whirlwind adventures, Claire
gets her thrills vicariously by watching people live large
on reality television.

Then Sadie tells Colette that she needs her old friend to
join her on a family vacation to the Greek Islands, one
that leaves in only a few days, and Colette is shocked to
hear their old magic word: need. And she finds herself
agreeing.

When Miranda discovers her boyfriend, Samir, cheating
on her just after her college graduation, it’s Claire who
comes up with the perfect plan. They’ll outshine Miranda’s
fame-obsessed ex while having an amazing summer by
competing on Around the World, a race around the globe
for a million bucks. Revenge + sisterly bonding = awesome.

Colette tries to relax and enjoy her Grecian surroundings
but it’s not easy to go on vacation with the person who hurt you most in the world. When
the reason for the trip finally surfaces, Colette finds out this is not just a fun vacation.
Sadie has kept an enormous secret from Colette for years . . . forever. It’s a summer full of
surprises, but that just might be what Colette needs.

But the show has a twist, and Claire is stunned to find herself in the middle of a realityshow romance that may be just for the cameras. This summer could end up being the
highlight of her life . . . or an epic fail forever captured on film. In a world where drama is
currency and manipulation is standard, how can you tell what’s for real?

ALWAYS, ABIGAIL
Nancy J. Cavanaugh

DELINQUENT
Delilah S. Dawson
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky(World English) October 2014

ALWAYS,
ABIGAIL

Nancy J. Cavanaugh

Cover Coming Soon

Discover Abigail’s triumphant story of friendship told
through heart-touching letters and lists.
Abigail and her two best friends are poised for a life of
pom-poms and popularity. But not only does Abigail
end up in a different homeroom, she doesn’t make
the squad. Then everyone’s least favorite teacher pairs
Abigail up with the school’s biggest outcast, Gabby
Marco, for a year-long “Friendly Letter Assignment.”
Abigail can hardly believe her bad luck. As her socalled best friends and entire future of popularity
seems to be slipping away, Abigail has to choose
between the little bit of fame she has left or letting it
go, to be a true friend.
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DELINQUENT

Delilah S. Dawson

Cover Coming Soon

Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster, Spring 2015
Patsy has two choices: 1. Become a bounty hunter for
Reliance National Bank 2. Watch Reliance kill her
mother for not paying her bills.
That’s what the fine print said on the credit card she
signed up for. But no one reads the fine print. Reliance
National owns the government now and they’re ridding
the nation of delinquent account holders through a
network of teen bounty hunters. If Patsy makes it through
her list of 10 names before the clock runs out, Reliance
will forgive her mom’s debt and even pay for the chemo
she needs. Each of those ten people must agree to be
bounty hunters themselves, or be they’ll be terminated,
with the 9mm provided to Patsy. Most of the ten people
on her list aren’t strangers. And #10’s brother, Wyatt, has
found her out.
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CASSANDRA CLARE
Over 26 Million Copies Sold
Across 34 Languages

CITY OF HEAVENLY FIRE
The epic conclusion to
The Mortal Instruments

Simon & Schuster (North American) May 2014

Shadowhunters and demons square off for the final
showdown in the spellbinding, seductive conclusion to
the #1 New York Times bestselling Mortal Instruments
series.
Darkness has descended on the Shadowhunter world.
Chaos and destruction overwhelm the Nephilim as
Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends band together to
fight the greatest evil they have ever faced: Clary’s own
brother. Nothing in this world can defeat Sebastian—but
if they journey to the realm of demons, they just might
have a chance…

Territories Sold:
Record, Brazil
MAG, Poland
Planeta, Spain
Lives will be lost, love sacrificed, and the whole world
Otava, Finland
will change. Who will survive the explosive sixth and
Ripol, Russia
final installment of the Mortal Instruments series?
Ucila, Slovenia
Varrak, Estonia
Artemis, Turkey
Tathata, Thailand
Pocket Jeunesse, France
Arena Verlag, Germany
Slovart, Slovak Republic
Ibis Publishing, Bulgaria
Arnoldo Mondadori, Italy
Woongjin Think Big, Korea
Grupo Editorial 62, Catalan
Euromedia, Czech Republic
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Konyvmolykepzo Kiado, Hungary
The House of Books, The Netherlands
Walker Books, UK & Commonwealth
Le Chi Culture & Communications, Vietnam
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PRAM
Lauren DeStefano
Bloomsbury USA Childrens (North American) 2015

PRAM
LAUREN
DeSTEFANO

Cover Coming Soon

Pram is a young girl living in a time that may have been
simpler for many, but...complex...for someone with a
very unique talent such as hers. It was so lonely until she
met Felix. Too bad he isolated her even more. And then
Pram met Clarence. Clarence only had good intentions,
he just missed his mother and wanted to find her again,
he didn’t know it would nearly kill Pram.
Lauren DeStefano is the New York Times bestselling
Chemical Garden trilogy, which includes Wither, Fever,
and Sever and the author of the recently published
The Internment Chronicles. She earned her BA in
English with a concentration in creative writing from
Albertus Magnus College in Connecticut. Visit her at
LaurenDeStefano.com.

ABSOLUTELY TRULY (A Pumpkin Falls Mystery)
Heather Vogel Frederick
Simon & Schuster BFYR (North American)
November 2014
At almost six feet tall, twelve-year-old Truly Lovejoy
stands out in a crowd whether she likes it or not. (She
doesn’t.) So when her family moves to teeny-tiny, super
boring Pumpkin Falls, New Hampshire, Truly doesn’t
stand a chance of blending in.
But when helping out at the family bookstore one day,
Truly finds a mysterious letter inside an old copy of
Charlotte’s Web and soon she and her new friends are
swept up in a madcap treasure hunt around town. While
chasing clues that could spell danger, Truly discovers
there’s more to Pumpkin Falls than meets the eye—and
that blending in can be overrated.
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DREAMWALKER (Dreamwalker Chronicles, Book 1)
DAW (North American), February 2014
C.S. Friedman
All her life Jessica Drake has dreamed of other worlds. She
never shares the details with anyone, save her younger brother
Tommy, a compulsive gamer who incorporates some aspects
of Jessica’s dreams into his games. But now someone is asking
about those dreams...and about her. A strange woman has
been watching her house. Why?

DANGEROUS
Shannon Hale
Bloomsbury USA Childrens (German and World
English) March 2014
How far would you go to save the world?
When Maisie Danger Brown nabbed a spot at a NASAlike summer boot camp, she never expected to uncover
a conspiracy that would change her life forever. And she
definitely didn’t plan to fall in love.

It becomes clear that whoever is watching her does not want
her to learn the truth. One night her house catches on fire,
and when the smoke clears she discovers that her brother has
been kidnapped. She must figure out what is going on, and
quickly, if she and her family are to be safe.

But now there’s no going back—Maisie’s the only thing
standing between the Earth and annihilation. She must
become the hero the world needs. The only problem
is: how does a regular girl from Salt Lake City do that,
exactly? It’s not as though there’s a handbook for this
sort of thing. It’s up to Maisie to come up with a plan—
and find the courage to carry it out—before she loses her
heart . . . and her life.

Following clues left behind on Tommy’s computer, determined
to find her brother and bring him home safely, Jessica and
two of her friends are about to embark on a journey that will
test their spirits and their courage to the breaking point, as
they must leave their own world behind and confront the
source of Earth’s darkest legends – as well as the terrifying
truth of their own secret heritage.

THE LEAGUE OF SEVEN
Starscape/Tor (World English) August 2014
Alan Gratz
The League of Seven is the first book in an actionpacked, steampunk series by the acclaimed author of
Samurai Shortstop, Alan Gratz.
In an alternate 1875 America electricity is forbidden,
Native Americans and Yankees are united, and eldritch
evil lurks in the shadows. Young Archie Dent knows
there really are monsters in the world. His parents are
members of the Septemberist Society, whose job it is
to protect humanity from hideous giants called the
Mangleborn. Trapped in underground prisons for a
thousand years, the giant monsters have been all but
forgotten—but now they are rising again as the steamdriven America of 1875 rediscovers electricity, the
lifeblood of the Mangleborn. When his parents and the
rest of the Septemberists are brainwashed by one of the
evil creatures, Archie must assemble a team of seven
young heroes to save the world.
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THE PRINCESS IN BLACK
Shannon Hale
Candlewick (World English) October 2014
THE

PRINCESS IN
BLACK
Shannon Hale

Cover Coming Soon

From Newbery Honor winner and Eisner nominated
authors Shannon and Dean Hale, a young chapter book
series following the brave and exciting adventures of
Princess Magnolia, a perfectly proper princess by day,
but when trouble raises its ugly, monster-shaped head,
she ditches her flouncy dresses and glass slippers and
becomes The Princess in Black.
Illustrated by LeUyen Pham, author-illustrator of
Big Sister, Little Sister. She has illustrated many other
books for children, including the New York Times
bestseller Grace for President by Kelly DiPucchio.
With Candlewick Press, she illustrated God’s Dream
by Archbishop Desmond Tutu and Douglas Carlton
Abrams and Aunt Mary’s Rose by Douglas Wood.
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RACHEL HAWKINS

WHILE WE RUN (When We Wake, Book 2)
Little Brown BFYR (North American) May 2014
Karen Healey

REBEL BELLE

Abdi Taalib thought he was moving to Australia for a
music scholarship. But after meeting the beautiful and
brazen Tegan Oglietti, his world was turned upside
down. Tegan’s no ordinary girl - she died in 2027, only
to be frozen and brought back to life in Abdi’s time,
100 years later.

The First in a Trilogy

Putnam Juvenile (North American) April 2014
Harper Price, peerless Southern belle, was born ready
for a Homecoming tiara. But after a strange run-in at
the dance imbues her with incredible abilities, Harper’s
destiny takes a turn for the seriously weird. She becomes
a Paladin, one of an ancient line of guardians with
agility, super strength and lethal fighting instincts.

Now, all they want is for things to return to normal
(or as normal as they can be), but the government
has other ideas. Especially since the two just spilled
the secrets behind Australia’s cryonics project to the
world. On the run, Abdi and Tegan have no idea who
they can trust, and when they uncover startling new
details about Project Ark, they realise thousands of
lives may be in their hands.

Just when life can’t get any more disastrously crazy,
Harper finds out who she’s charged to protect: David
Stark, school reporter, subject of a mysterious prophecy
and possibly Harper’s least favorite person. But things
get complicated when Harper starts falling for him-and discovers that David’s own fate could very well be
to destroy Earth.
Territories Sold:
Record, Brazil
Albin Michel, France
Epsilon Yayinlari, Turkey

With snappy banter, cotillion dresses, non-stop action
and a touch of magic, this new young adult series from
bestseller Rachel Hawkins is going to make y’all beg for
more.

Rachel Hawkins is the New York Times, USA Today and international
bestselling author of the Hex Hall series. Rebel Belle is her newest
young adult trilogy, just released from Putnam and an extremely
exciting opportunity for any publisher interested in the young adult
sensation!

A suspenseful, page-turning sequel to When We Wake
that will keep readers on the edge of their seats and
make them call into question their own ideas about
morality - and mortality, too.

THE RULES
Nancy Holder & Debbie Viguie
Delacorte/Random House (North American) June 2015

THE RULES
Nancy Holder
&

Debbie Viguie

Cover Coming Soon
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Don’t run. Don’t scream. Play the game. Break the
rules…And you die.
Robin Brissett is having a terrible junior year following
a tragic accident that left her father paralyzed and the
family in dire straights. Desperately needing to forget
real life, she accepts an invitation from her former best
friend to attend one of the legendary scavenger hunts at
their school. And there are rules you must follow.
But Robin is not supposed to be there. And when bodies
start piling up, Robin and her long-time crush, Kyle,
must figure out who the murderer is. As the bodies
drop, Robin is stunned when she discovers just who has
broken the most basic rule of all.
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STORM (The Sylo Chronicles, Book 2)
D.J. MacHale
Razorbill/Penguin (World English) March 2014

HEART LINES
Nicole Maggi
Sourcebooks (World English) February 2015

From #1 New York Times bestselling author D.J.
MacHale comes Storm—the exhilarating, actionpacked sequel to Sylo.

Georgie Kendrick wakes up after a heart
transplant to find that she has memories that
don’t belong to her. They belong to the former
owner of her new heart. Every time she gains
an unbidden memory, she loses a memory of
her own. She learns that her donor jumped to
her death from a third story window--or did
she? Georgie must track down the truth before
she loses all of her memories, and the only way
to do that is to enter her donor’s uneasy world.

“Absolutely un-put-downable, more exciting than
an X-box and roller coaster combined.”—Kirkus,
starred review
“If you’re a fan of The Maze Runner and Alex
Rider, you might want to pick up SYLO... A fastpaced read and a huge cliffhanger.” --EW.com

Territories Sold:
Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal, Poland

TEASE
Amanda Maciel

“With this extremely high-octane story that’s
the equivalent to a summer movie blockbuster,
MacHale kicks off an apocalyptic trilogy sure to
leave readers demanding the next installment.”—
Booklist

Medallion Press (North American) December 2014
Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins (North American) April 2014

Tease tells a story we’ve heard in countless headlines:
popular girls torment their new classmate until that new
girl kills herself. We think we know that story--popular
and unpopular, in and out, bully and victim. It’s easy to
capture in a trending hashtag, easy to feel secure that no
one we know or love could ever be so horrible. But as
we read Sara’s story, told in a narrative that alternates
between her current summer, facing criminal charges
along with her best friend and three other classmates for
Emma’s suicide, and the events of her junior year when
everything began with Emma, the truth proves far more
complicated.
Territories Sold:
Boje, Germany
Novo Conceito, Brazil
Hodder, UK & Commonwealth
The Writer’s Publishing House, China

WINTER FALLS
Nicole Maggi

Tease is the story of how casually cruel we can be to one
another and of how interconnected we all are, how one
person’s pain can change everyone around them, and
how very thin the line between bully and victim really is.
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Alessia Jacobs is a typical sixteen-year-old, dying to get
out of her small Maine town. Things look up when a new
family comes to town. But as she begins to fall for the
hot, mysterious son, Jonah, her life turns upside down.
Weird visions of transforming into an otherworldly
falcon are just the beginning. Soon she learns she’s part
of the Benandanti, an ancient cult of warriors with the
unique power to separate their souls from their bodies
and take on the forms of magnificent animals.
Alessia never would’ve suspected it, but her boring town
is the site of an epic struggle between the Benandanti
and the Malandanti to control powerful magic in the
surrounding forest.
As Alessia is drawn into the Benandanti’s mission, her relationship with Jonah intensifies.
Suddenly forced to weigh choices a sixteen-year-old should never have to make, Alessia
witnesses two worlds colliding with devastating consequences.
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LAUREN MYRACLE

THE VANISHING THRONE (The Falconer, Book 2)
Elizabeth May
Chronicle Books (North American) Summer 2015

The Vanishing
Throne
Elizabeth May
Cover Coming Soon

THE LIFE OF TY: NON-RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS
Dutton (World English) April 2014

1845.

Ty Perry’s second-grade life is crazier than ever.

The battle is over. Edinburgh stands in ruins. Only
Alieana Kameron, former heiress and debutante,
now murdereress and fae-slayer, remains amid the
destruction.

He’s trying hard not to worry too much, but
that’s not easy when his brain is filled with so
many thoughts, like finally finding a pet for Baby
Maggie, his sometimes-crazy classmates, and the
dreaded neck-pinch-of-death. And then there’s his
upcoming recitation about doing an act of kindness
in front of the whole class!

Humanity has moved on - but the war has only just
begun.

Munhakdongne, Korea
Butik Yayincilik, Turkey
Sperling & Kupfer, Italy
Planeta Manuscrito, Portugal
Gollancz/Orion, UK/Commonwealth

Territories Sold:
Heyne, Germany
RBA Libros, Spain
Hemiro Ltd, Russia
Novo Conceito, Brazil

THE BOOK OF BAD THINGS
Dan Poblocki

Ty remains his wacky, curious self in this bighearted
second installment of the LIFE OF TY series.
Practicing kindness, random or not, doesn’t take
that much worrying after all. Being kind is part of
being Ty.

YOLO (The Internet Girls Series, Book 4)

Now celebrating their 10th Anniversary
with updated and reissued editions!

Scholastic (North American) August 2014

Abrams (World English) August 2014

Zombies. Curses. Hauntings and ghosts. These are just
some of the bad things that Cassidy Bean writes about in
her journal. It might seem gruesome or a little weird, but
Cassidy believes that the best way to conquer her fears is
to document them. That’s what her Book of Bad Things
is for: dragging nightmares into the light.

The winsome threesome are off to college in this muchanticipated fourth book in the Internet Girls series!

When she leaves New York City to spend the summer
in Whitechapel, Cassidy thinks she’s leaving her fears
behind. But Whitechapel is not the quiet, pleasant
suburb she remembers. Ursula Chambers, the strange
old hermit at the end of the street, has died under
mysterious circumstances. And though Ursula is dead,
she is not at peace. . . .
Cassidy and her friends are the only ones who know the truth: The dead are restless. The
entire town is in grave danger. And there are more bad things in the world than Cassidy
ever suspected. Modern master of the macabre Dan Poblocki is back with another scary
story best read at night.
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Through texts and messages, the mega-bestselling, beloved
Internet Girls series followed the ups and downs of school
for three very different, very close friends. Now it’s freshman
year of college for the winsome threesome, and everything
is different. For one, the best friends are facing their first
semester apart. Way, way apart. Maddie’s in California, Zoe’s
in Ohio, and Angela’s back in Georgia. And it’s not just the
girls who are separated. Zoe’s worried that Doug wants to
break up now that they’re at different schools, and Maddie’s
boyfriend, Ian, is on the other side of the country.
In the face of change and diverging paths, Maddie’s got a plan
to keep the friends close, and it involves embracing the present,
Territories Sold:
Scholastic, Australia (ttyl; ttfn; l8r,g8r) making memories, and skydiving! Using of-the-moment
Nasza Ksiegarnia, Poland (ttfn; l8r,g8r) technology, Lauren Myracle brings her groundbreaking series
Epsilon, Turkey (ttfn; l8r,g8r)
into the brave new virtual world of texting and tweets.
De Agostini, Italy (ttfn)
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DELIVERANCE (Defiance, Book 3)
C.J. Redwine

SWAY
Kat Spears

Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins (North
American) August 2014
A rich postapocalyptic YA fantasy perfect
for fans of Graceling and Tamora Pierce.
While the other girls in the walled citystate of Baalboden learn to sew and dance,
Rachel Adams learns to track and hunt.
While they bend like reeds to the will of
their male Protectors, she uses hers for
sparring practice.

Territories Sold:
Novo Conceito, Brazil
Atom, UK & Commonwealth

Rachel discovers romance, heartbreak,
and a truth that will incite a war decades in
the making in this exciting fantasy trilogy.

HOLD ME LIKE A BREATH
Tiffany Schmidt
Walker Childrens (North American) 2015

Hold Me Like a
Breath
Tiffany Schmidt

Cover Coming Soon

The romantic thriller, loosely based on “The Princess
and the Pea,” takes place in a United States much like our
own, but one in which the major crime families are in
the organ replacement business.
Penelope Landlow, the only daughter of The Landlow
Family, has grown up with all the suffocating privilege
and protection her Family can provide, but they can’t
protect her from the autoimmune disorder that causes
her to bruise so easily. All she’s ever wanted is freedom
and independence, but she’s about to get caught in the
crossfire as rival families scramble for prominence and
learn that her wishes come at a cost.
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Territories Sold:
CBJ/Random House, Germany

THE DOLLS
Kiki Sullivan

St. Martin’s Griffin (World English) September 2014
High school senior Jesse Alderman, or Sway as he’s
known, could sell hell to a bishop. He also specializes
in getting things people want—term papers, a date with
the prom queen, fake IDs. It’s all business with Jesse.
He has few close friends and he never lets emotions get
in the way.
But when Ken, captain of the football team, leading
candidate for homecoming king, and all around jerk,
hires Jesse to help him win the heart of the angelic
Bridget Smalley, Jesse finds himself feeling all sorts
of things. While following Bridget and learning the
intimate details of her life, he falls helplessly in love for
the very first time. He also finds himself in an accidental
friendship with Bridget’s younger brother who’s
belligerent and self-pitying after spending a lifetime
dealing with cerebral palsy. Suddenly Jesse is visiting old
folks at a nursing home in order to run into Bridget, and
offering his time to help the less fortunate, all the while
developing a bond with this young man who idolizes
him. The tinman really does have a heart after all.

Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins
September 2014

(North

American)

Pretty Little Liars meets True Blood in this new
atmospheric supernatural thriller for teens.
Eveny Cheval has just returned to her tiny Louisiana
bayou hometown of Carrefour only to discover that she
is the powerful missing link in a trio of voodoo queens
who rule the town--and the gifts she’s inherited may
be tied to her mother’s death years before. Eveny must
decide what to do with the power she never asked to
have, and quickly--because not everyone is happy with
the way the queens have been running Carrefour, and
Eveny discovers they’re targets for a killer in their midst.
Territories Sold:
With a second book, Midnight Dolls, to follow in Winter
Garzanti, Italy
2015.
Usborne, UK & Commonwealth
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RUSH
Sara Bennett Wealer

RUSH
Sara Bennett
Wealer

Cover Coming Soon

Harlequin Teen (World English) Winter
2015
Set in the exciting world of sorority rush.
RUSH is the story of new roommates
Imogen and Maddy, pledges hoping to
reinvent themselves in different ways, and
Cass, a sorority sister who’s wondering
whether the only similarity between
Greek sisterhood and actual family is the
dysfunction. The girls’ lives collide in one
week that will change and redefine them
all.

THE CURE FOR DREAMING
Cat Winters
Amulet Books (World English) October 2014
The

CURE for
DREAMING

Cat Winters
Cover Coming Soon

Olivia Mead is a headstrong, independent
girl—a suffragist—in an age that prefers its
girls to be docile. It’s 1900 in Oregon, and
Olivia’s father, concerned that she’s headed
for trouble, convinces a stage mesmerist
to try to hypnotize the rebellion out of her.
But the hypnotist, an intriguing young man
named Henri Reverie, gives her a terrible
gift instead: she’s able to see people’s true
natures, manifesting as visions of darkness
and goodness, while also unable to speak her
true thoughts out loud.
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NON-FICTION

CHOWHOUND
Stephen Dando-Collins
Palgrave MacMillan (World English) 2015

CHOWHOUND

Stephen
Dando-Collins
Cover Coming Soon

May 2015 will bring the 70th anniversary of 2,268
sorties flown by the USAAF between May 1 and May 8,
1945, with its B-17’s flying at just 400 feet, to drop food
to 3.5 million starving Dutch civilians in Germanoccupied Holland.
It took raw courage to fly on Operation Chowhound,
which had all the hallmarks of a suicide mission.
American aircrews never knew when the German
AAA might open fire on them or Luftwaffe fighters
might jump them. Flying at 400 feet, and sometimes as
low as 100 feet, they would have no chance to bail out if
their B-17’s were hit. And yet, over eight days, 120,000
German troops kept their word, and never fired on the
American bombers.
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ROMANTIC OUTLAWS
Charlotte Gordon
Random House (World English) February 2015
Charlotte Gordon’s new work is a fresh look at the lives
ROMANTIC
of Mary Wollstonecraft and Mary Shelley, who together
comprise one of the most illustrious and inspiring motherOUTLAWS
daughter pairs in history. Wollstonecraft published the
first full articulation of women’s rights in 1792, risking
her reputation and sometimes her life in pursuit of her
radical goals, while her daughter Mary Shelley wrote the
Charlotte Gordon
masterpiece FRANKENSTEIN in 1819, and famously
professed her love to the poet Percy Shelley on her
mother’s grave. Although these two women never really
Cover Coming Soon
knew each other, their lives were so closely intertwined
and eerily similar that it seems impossible to consider
one without the other: both became writers; both fell in
love with brilliant but impossible men and were single
mothers who had children out of wedlock; both struggled to negotiate their need for love
and companionship with their need for independence. The narrative takes readers from
Revolutionary France to the Scottish Highlands, from Victorian England to the canals of
Venice, reading like an engrossing historical novel.

HOW STAR WARS CONQUERED THE UNIVERSE
The Past, Present, and Future of a Multibillion Dollar Franchise

Chris Taylor
Basic Books (North American) September 2014
How did a few notes scribbled on a legal pad in 1973
by George Lucas, a man who hated writing, turn into
a four billion dollar franchise that has quite literally
transformed the way we think about entertainment,
merchandizing, politics, and even religion?
Today, Star Wars finds itself at a crossroads, with a new
company holding the reins and a new trilogy looming on
the horizon.
An energetic, witty account of this stunning cinematic
and business success story. How Star Wars Conquered
the Universe is the saga of how a young filmmaker’s idle
idea became such an immense, transformative cultural
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force.

THE BOY WHO LOVED TOO MUCH
Jennifer Latson
The
Boy Who
Loved
Too Much

Jennifer Latson

Cover Coming Soon

Simon & Schuster (World English) 2015
In this extraordinary work of immersion journalism,
Pulitzer-Prize nominated reporter Jennifer Latson,
who has been shadowing Eli, a boy with a rare genetic
condition called Williams syndrome, often described as
the antithesis of autism, for nearly three years, follows
his transition from childhood into young adulthood.
With tremendous compassion, insight and gentle flashes
of humor, she chronicles Eli’s quest to develop genuine
relationships as well as his efforts to navigate a world in
which people behave in ways that he does not understand
or relate to.

Latson also tells the story of Eli’s incredible mother, a
single mom whose love for her son knows no bounds.
Woven throughout the narrative is the latest science behind Williams syndrome, which
has helped researchers identify some of the genetic keys to human behavior, especially
those related to intimacy and bonding.

THE OLDEST LIVING THINGS IN THE WORLD
Rachel Sussman
University of Chicago Press
(World English) April 2014
The Oldest Living Things in the World
is an epic journey through time and
space. Over the past decade, artist
Rachel Sussman has researched,
worked with biologists, and traveled
the world to photograph continuously
living organisms that are 2,000
years old and older. Spanning from
Antarctica to Greenland, the Mojave
Desert to the Australian Outback, the
result is a stunning and unique visual
collection of ancient organisms unlike
anything that has been created in the
arts or sciences before, insightfully and
accessibly narrated by Sussman along
the way.
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IN THE ZONE
How Children Thrive

Stuar t Shanker
With Teresa Barker

Penguin Press (USA), 2015

Dr. Stuart Shanker revolutionalizes the way we think
about raising our children in his new book, In The
Zone, offering a new way of thinking about childrearing called self-regulation - the process by which a
child (or you) can get in “the zone,” a receptive state
of calm alertness that allows you to approach any task
in a state of balance. How did you get out of the zone?
Stress.
The generation of children now embarking on life
and entering school is facing unimaginable stress.
Today’s high expectations, frantic competition,
over- programmed lives, violent videos and games,
hyper-sexuality, and instantaneous public exposure in
social media all conspire to destroy the equilibrium of
children.
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Understanding self-regulation and teaching a child or
even teenager to master it, Shanker argues, can save
every child. Every single one.
Shanker’s work on self-regulation inspired the creation
of a research center at York University that would
launch an ambitious research initiative. Building on
others’ research and integrating them in the systems
theory that Shanker had begun working with, his
program would train children (and their parents) in
how to self- regulate and for the first time ever would
measure the outcome of this training in the changing
brain activity. This approach to change could rescue
a generation. As his results started accumulating,
Shanker and his team embarked on the second
phase: bringing the results to schools. The province
of Ontario was the first to adopt his ideas, making it
the basis of a billion-dollar preschool Program. Since
that launch the ideas are spreading across Canada in
a nationwide preschool program, and Shanker is in
demand to consult on this work around the world.
Now, in this book, he’s beginning the third phase of
his endeavor: bringing the groundbreaking research
to parents.
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